By GOOD REASON SA SI 102 (2007). Champion, 7 wins, $1,446,727 [G1]. Sire of 61 ROM, 7 stakes winners, $3,992,157, incl. JESS GOOD CANDY SI 96 (champion 2-year-old, $2,014,703, All American Fut. [G1]), JESS GOOD REASON SI 96 ($422,234, Charger Bar H. [G1]), WOOP DEE DOO SI 107 ($264,573, Heartland Fut.), SEND ME GOOD CANDY SI 95 ($175,720), SENOR GIANNI SI 94 (4 wins, $139,852, 3rd Los Alamitos Winter Derby [G1]).

1st dam CASCIA BABE SI 101, by Special Leader. 3 wins to 3, $173,893, Speedhorse Fut. [R] [G1]. ROM producer. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, 2 to race, including—Magic In Me (g. by One Famous Eagle). Winner at 2, 2019, $4,330.


Sergeants Cartel SI 91 (g. by Corona Cartel). 2 wins to 7, $25,997, 3rd Blink of an Eye S. [G3].

High Five Lizzie (f. by Okey Dokey Dale). Unraced. Dam of—Sizzling Lizzie SI 96. 2 wins to 3, $27,062.


4th dam CUSTUS LIZ, by Custus Rastus TB. Unraced. Sister to WHITE RIVER SI 95, Milk River SI 95. Dam of 13 foals to race, 12 winners, including—ROYAL DOULTON SI 100 (Buzz Bar). 18 wins to 5, $91,211, Colorado Lassie S., Sunland Spring Derby, Go Josie Go S., Buttons and Bows S. twice, Juvenile S., etc. Dam of LOVINGLY SI 93 ($57,999); granddam of RARE LOVING SI 90 ($61,756 [R] [G3]), Cashisafortune SI 98, HIGH STYLES SI 102 ($30,544), Moonlight Madam SI 92 [G3].


DRESDEN SI 95 (Buzz Bar). 4 wins to 3, $10,786, AQRA Lassie S., Apache County Futurity, 2nd Holbrook Futurity, 3rd Graham County Futurity. Dam of MAKEITONMYSOWN SI 104 ($31,321), FIGURINE SI 98; granddam of MAKEITONHISOWN SI 98 ($122,460 [R] [G3]), Hempenonmyown SI 93 ($36,629 [R] [G3]), Dashinomyown SI 98 ($24,028 [G2]).


ENGAGEMENTS: Los Alamitos Two Million Fut., Golden State Million Fut., All American, Rainbow & Ruidoso Fut., PCQHRA Breeders’ Fut. & Derby Embryo transfer.